It’s no surprise that government
employees want to communicate as
easily with their colleagues as they do
with everyone else – and turn to
existing text messaging options like
iMessage to do so. But such
mass-market messaging platforms are
not always encrypted, do not archive
conversations as required by state and
local regulations, and may leave
government entities highly vulnerable
to costly lawsuits and hackers.

START YOUR FREE TRIAL!
Your free trial includes the app
download and five message threads.
Once you start and send the sixth
message thread, you will receive a
notification that your trial period
has ended and you will be charged
$4.99/month.

Encrypted Information Exchange
provides government employees not
only with end-to-end encryption but
also a full, unalterable and disclosable
archive of all text conversations, so you
will know your messages are:

ALWAYS SECURE,
ALWAYS TRANSPARENT,
AND ALWAYS RECORDED.
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Exchange, LLC
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Custom Encrypted Text Messaging Apps Available –
Contact EIE for a Quote

Secure Messaging
App for Government

ENCRYPTED
SOLUTIONS FOR
GOVERNMENT
COMMUNICATIONS.
Seamlessly communicate on an encrypted platform that
creates an archived record of all text conversations.
The EIE Legal app
provides encrypted
mobile communication
that you control.
Share your
confidential texts,
notes, photos, videos,
Microsoft Office and
PDF documents with
confidence.

EIE Legal is an encrypted messaging app specifically designed to meet the needs of government
entities and ease compliance with FOIA, Open Meetings Act or Sunshine regulations. EIE Legal
provides complete privacy and gives users an efficient, encrypted means of communication with
staff and colleagues. And, because the app functions just like the texting and email platforms users
are already familiar with, transitioning to EIE Legal is quick and seamless.
As governments contend with the challenges of keeping information safe from hackers, they must
simultaneously comply with state and local transparency laws that require them to make records
of communications available to the public. Those messaging apps that don’t create an archived
record of conversations create more work when responding to public-records requests and leave
government entities vulnerable to complaints and lawsuits. Public servants need to find a safe,
efficient mode of communication that protects their conversations from bad actors but also allows
them to produce documents in compliance with the Freedom of Information Act when necessary.

Protect Your Community with “Encrypted Transparency” TM
In order to take every step possible to protect your communications, choose a messaging platform
that has end-to-end encryption and archiving technology. EIE Legal allows users to print or save
copies off archived records. The difference with our app is the “encrypted transparency.” TM

Learn more at EncryptedInfoEx.com

